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Origins[ edit ] The first issue, published on 4 December by W. Though early editions purported editorial
independence, Bourne attempted to cut his losses and sell the title to the government. As a result, the paper
soon took a strong line against radicals such as Thomas Paine , Francis Burdett and Joseph Priestley.
Nineteenth century[ edit ] In , the brothers decided to relinquish editorial control, naming Lewis Doxat as the
new editor. Seven years later, the brothers sold The Observer to William Innell Clement , a newspaper
proprietor who owned a number of publications. The paper continued to receive government subsidies during
this period; in , of the approximately 23, copies of the paper distributed weekly, approximately 10, were given
away as "specimen copies", distributed by postmen who were paid to deliver them to "lawyers, doctors, and
gentlemen of the town. The woodcut pictures published of the stable and hayloft where the conspirators were
arrested reflected a new stage of illustrated journalism that the newspaper pioneered during this time. Clement
maintained ownership of The Observer until his death in During that time, the paper supported parliamentary
reform , but opposed a broader franchise and the Chartist leadership. Under Snowe, the paper adopted a more
liberal political stance, supporting the North during the American Civil War and endorsing universal manhood
suffrage in In , wealthy businessman Julius Beer bought the paper and appointed Edward Dicey as editor,
whose efforts succeeded in reviving circulation. Though circulation declined during her tenure, she remained
as editor for thirteen years, combining it in with the editorship of The Sunday Times , a newspaper that she
had also bought. After maintaining the existing editorial leadership for a couple of years, in Northcliffe named
James Louis Garvin as editor. Garvin quickly turned the paper into an organ of political influence, boosting
circulation from 5, to 40, within a year of his arrival as a result. These disagreements ultimately led Northcliffe
to sell the paper to William Waldorf Astor in , who transferred ownership to his son Waldorf Astor, 2nd
Viscount Astor four years later. Under his editorship circulation reached , during the interwar years, a figure
which Garvin fought to maintain even during the depths of the Great Depression. He remained in the position
for 27 years, during which time he turned it into a trust-owned newspaper employing, among others, George
Orwell , Paul Jennings and C. It became part of the Guardian Media Group in June , after a rival bid to acquire
it by The Independent was rejected. In , The Observer interviewed the Iraqi colonel who had arrested and
interrogated Bazoft and who was convinced that Bazoft was not a spy. But if we want a lasting peace it may
be the only option. In addition to the weekly Observer Magazine which is still present every Sunday, for
several years each issue of The Observer came with a different free monthly magazine. Every four weeks the
paper includes The Observer Food Monthly magazine, and in September it launched Observer Tech Monthly,
[17] a science and technology section which won the Grand Prix at the Newspaper Awards. It contains their
archives, including bound copies of old editions, a photographic library and other items such as diaries, letters
and notebooks. This material may be consulted by members of the public. The Newsroom also mounts
temporary exhibitions and runs an educational program for schools. These archives will eventually go up to
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